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English editors needed

Rapa'i Geleng ignites
New Year's Eve
By Al-Zuhri

Changjiang Weekly is looking
for part-time or full-time English
editors. The English editors will
work with the Changjiang Weekly
staff and assist with editing and
proofreading several days each
week.
Qualifications:
Native English speakers are
preferred. Familiarity with the
Chinese language would be an
advantage.
Applicants who have a
background in journalism, English
writing, or editing are preferred.
If you are interested in this
position, please submit a resume,
cover letter, and writing samples to
changjiangweekly@126.com. Please
also include a copy of your
passport, visa, and degree
certificate.
HR will only contact qualified
candidates for interviews.

(Indonesian student of Huazhong University of Science and Technology)
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Al-Zuhri and his countrymates amaze the audience at Tongji Medical College.

At the end of every year, most
universities from Wuhan organize a New
Year's Eve party and invite international
students to participate. It is a good
opportunity for the performers to showcase
their cultures, customs, and uniqueness as well
as an eye-opening experience for those in
the audience.
No exception, we, Indonesian students
from various universities in Wuhan, are also a
part of such events. During my time in
Wuhan, my countrymates and I have
demonstrated some traditional dances from
our country including the Rateb Meusekat
(commonly known as the Saman Dance),
Rapa'i Geleng, Sintren Dance, Umbrella
Dance, Fan Dance, Maumere Dance, Kuda
Lumping, Pencak Silat, and some others.
Indonesia is an archipelago with people
from many different backgrounds living on it.
The differences are what make our culture
unique.
At least 100 different types of dance can
be found in various corners of the country.
The one we performed during the New
Year's Gala at the Zhongnan University of
Economics and Law is Rapa'i Geleng. The
traditional dance is known for its headshaking movement to the beat of the drum.
Our performance ignited the enthusiasm of
the audience and received a big round of

Rapa'i Geleng dance team

applause.
Rapa'i Geleng is a traditional dance from
the province of Aceh, West Indonesia. With
more people coming from Aceh to Wuhan,
we believed that the gala was a great chance
for us to show our love for our home
country.
Since 2016, Rapa'i Geleng has been
staged on many university campuses in
Wuhan, such as Wuhan University, Wuhan
Sports University, China University of
Geosciences, Huazhong University of Science
and Technology, Huazhong Agricultural
University, and Zhongnan University of
Economics and Law. We hope we can
contribute more to our country and the local
community here in the future.

Changjiang Weekly is looking
for articles written by foreign
readers. You can write about your
experiences with friends, interesting
places and things you've seen in
Wuhan, or whatever is meaningful
to you. Furthermore, the following
columns are also looking for
contributions.
1. Photographing Wuhan:
Share your photos of Wuhan.
2. Drawing Wuhan: Share your
sketches of Wuhan.
Please send your photos,
drawings, and articles to
changjiangweekly@126.com. We will
pay RMB 300 for a 700-word
article and RMB 50 for one photo.
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